
Bales better

MC850  flex

Choose between bales form 100 kg 
up to 450 kg
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Orkel´s MC compactors

The benefits of baling 

A profitable investment

Bales are proven better

MC850 flex: Bale weight 

MC850 flex: Compactor price 

Contact
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Orkel presents high tech solutions combined with high durability. 
Technical and user assistance is available 24/7 for optimal 
benefit from your investment.
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Smaller bales with high density

ORKEL´S MC 
COMPACTORS
The Orkel MC compactors are offered in three models, making bales from 
100 kg up to 750 kg, to fit every need. They can easily bale maize, hemp, manure 
chopped grasses, forage mixes and many other forages with high density. Orkel 
compactors also bale with high density which provides the best conservation of your 
forage. High quality forage = higher milk/meat yield.  

High quality, long lifetime and low maintenance requirement is a priority in Orkel R&D 
and production. Orkel compacors can be expected a lifetime of 500.000 bales and above. 
This makes Orkel compactors a beneficial investment.

Orkel MC850 bunker- robust and 
practical for feeding your crop.

To fit situation of limited lifting capacity or need for smaller portions:
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 Safe and efficient storage

 Easy and efficient transport

 Flexible bale weights

 Easy bale handling

 High quality conservation

THE BENEFITS 
OF BALING
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Why do many of Orkel’s customers use an Orkel compactor in 
addition to their silo, and why do some of them end up discarding 
their silo completely? Studies suggest that there are significant 
differences in forage quality based on how the feed is stored.

High-density bales 

A PROFITABLE 
INVESTMENT
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AVG. ENERGY LOSS AVG. PROTEIN LOSS AVG. DM LOSS

Bunker silo 13,3 % 11,9% 14,1%

Bag silo 9,7 % 10,4 11,5 %

Tower silo 23,3 % 23,2 23,4 %

Round bales 0,6 % 1,4 % 1,1 %

THE INVISIBLE LOSSES 
A study done by SLU, Swedish University of 
Agricultural Sciences. 

Increasing milk production and quality 

7 KG MORE MILK PER 
COW DAILY
Confirmed by CRV Holland

BALES ARE 
PROVEN BETTER
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Adjust 
the bale 

size 
with the 

MC850 flex
Bale weight: 100 - 450 kg. Capacity: up to 65 bales per hour.*
Bale volume: 0,17 m³ - 0,48 m³

100 kg

450 kg

MC850 flex



Contact us directly by email sales@orkel.com or find your dealer at 
www.orkel.com

Bales Better
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